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Abstract. This study addresses the interrelations between human wayfinding performance, the mental representation of routes, and the geometrical layout of path intersections. The virtual reality based empirical experiment consisted of a route learning and reproduction task and two choice reaction tasks measuring the acquired knowledge of route decision points. In order to relate the recorded behavioural data to the geometry of the environment, a specific adaptation of isovist-based spatial analysis was developed that accounts for directional bias in human spatial perception and representation. Taken together, the applied analyses provided conclusive evidence for correspondences between geometrical properties of environments as captured by isovists and their mental representation.
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1 Introduction

Although original space syntax measures mainly addressed relations between spatial structures and society, recently several researchers have applied these descriptions to quantify relations between environmental structures and individual behavioural responses [e.g., 5, 14, 35]. While the obvious success of these studies has backed this extension of the original scope of the analyses, conclusive explanations or insights into the mechanisms underlying these statistically observable patterns have not yet been provided. Unlike mindless agents, human beings normally do not solely respond to a given spatial stimulus, their navigation behaviour rather results from mental planning processes and the monitoring of goals, processes which are continuously updated according to the current perceptual context. Therefore, in order to proceed from the mere description of correlations between environmental structures and averaged spatial behaviour to qualified predictions and explanatory models, in other words to identify the causal processes which start from environmental structures and lead to behaviour, it seems necessary to determine the perceptual and mental
processes underlying these behavioural patterns. As an initial step toward this long-term goal, this paper addresses the relevance of the geometrical information captured by isovists for mental representations.

In the following subsection, relevant literature regarding isovists and mental representations related to wayfinding is reviewed. In Section 2, we describe the experiment where participants learned and retraced two routes through a photorealistic virtual environment. Here also the methodology regarding isovists and mental representations is introduced. In Section 3 the results are presented. We discuss them in Section 4 with respect to literature both from the domain of spatial analysis and from the area of spatial cognition.

1.2 Space Syntax, Isovists, and Visibility Graphs

Space syntax is a set of technologies for the analysis of spatial configurations using simple graphs solely consisting of paths and nodes [16, 17, 18]. The techniques were developed in the late 1970s in order to analyze interrelations between spatial and social structures. This analytical reduction of space to mere topological mathematical information facilitates the calculation of characteristic values and the quantitative comparison of environments. Originally, space syntax was developed to analyze topological properties of large-scale spatial configurations from the room layout of building complexes to whole cities. Hence, these techniques deliberately abstracted from geometrical detail.

For analyzing geometry-related spatial characteristics of environments, Benedikt [2] proposed isovists as objectively determinable basic elements. Isovists capture local spatial properties by collapsing the space visible from a single observation point to its two-dimensional abstraction. From these viewshed polygons, several quantitative geometrical descriptors can be derived such as area, perimeter length, or number of vertices. In a second step, these values can be mathematically combined to get further characteristic values. In order to better describe the geometry and also configurational characteristics of an environment as a whole, Turner, Doxa, O’Sullivan, & Penn [33] have developed the technique of visibility graph analysis that combines aspects of global space syntax graphs with local intervisibility information as captured by isovists. Furthermore, this technique lends itself well for computer implementations. Although isovists describe abstract geometrical properties, recent research has shown that isovists are correlated with spatial behaviour and affective responses to indoor spaces [e.g., 10, 32, 35].

Isovists basically describe local geometrical properties of spaces with respect to individual observation points and weight all possible view directions equally. Especially for the analysis of individual motion trajectories, sometimes also view-specific partial isovists have been applied [e.g., 4]. Partial isovists consider only a restricted part of the theoretically available visual field (e.g., 90° instead of 360°). They correspond better to the restrictions of the human visual apparatus. Analogously, several studies have shown that humans encode spatial information from the point of view they encounter it [e.g., 3, 6, 11, 23].
Isovists are means to describe aspects of the outside world. As our goal is to reveal a connection between the geometric properties of the outside world and the inside world, we will now look what we store in our heads when walking around.

1.3 Knowledge in Wayfinding

In the wayfinding literature the distinction between landmark, route, and survey knowledge has received a lot of attention [e.g., 12, 15, 22, 27, 30, 31]. Landmarks are salient locations in the human environment such as a church or a square. Landmark knowledge refers to the recognition of these locations, e.g., “I know this esplanade, so I’ve been here before”. Landmark knowledge alone is not sufficient to reach a goal. By recognizing a landmark, we know that we are on the right track, this however does not tell us, where to go next. The correct movement decision at an identified location requires route knowledge. Route knowledge describes the path that one must walk to reach the goal by telling the individual what to do at the decision points on the route, e.g., turn right at the church, then the second street to the left. It is one-dimensional or “string-like” and does not necessarily involve the knowledge of the exact location of the goal. Survey knowledge, in contrast, provides the direction and distance a location is to be found independent from knowing a path which leads there, e.g., the train station is about 300 Meters east from here. It is two-dimensional or “map-like”. As survey knowledge is not route specific it will not be regarded further in this paper.

1.4 Predictions

Landmark and route knowledge together with wayfinding performance will be the dependant measures of our study. The different geometries of intersections expressed by isovist measures will be the independent measures of our study. Our prediction is that there is a connection not only between the geometry of intersections and wayfinding performance, but also between the geometry and mental representations, namely landmark and route knowledge.

2 Methods

For the experiment we used a virtual environment displayed on a 220° semi-cylindrical screen. The participants learned two different routes through “Virtual Tübingen” a photorealistic model of the medieval city centre of Tübingen (see Fig. 1, [34]). Directly after learning a route, participants had to find and to “virtually walk” this route with a joystick. After that we measured the acquired landmark and route knowledge with two choice reaction tasks. In order to represent expected directional biases, the isovist analysis made use of partial isovists capturing the perspectives seen when approaching the intersections. We validated this approach in the landmark knowledge task by comparing different perspectives of the intersections. Eleven isovist statistics were used to classify the intersections in two geometrically dissimilar groups. Then we compared the wayfinding performance and knowledge in these two
groups of intersections. A second study was based on an analysis of the wayfinding data [25, 26]. This analysis was completely independent from the analysis done in the present study.

2.1 Knowledge and Wayfinding Performance

Participants. Twelve female and twelve male participants, mainly students between 19 and 32 ($M = 24; SD = 4$), participated in the experiment. None of them had visited Tübingen before. All selected participants were German native speakers and were paid for their participation. Two of original 26 participants did not complete the experiment due to simulator sickness and were therefore excluded from all subsequent analysis.

Learning the Routes and Wayfinding performance. The participants sat on a chair positioned at the focal point 3.5 meters away from a circular 220° screen (width: 13m, height: 3m), which covered the whole horizontal visual field (see Fig. 1). A pc-cluster rendered the projection for an eye position 1.20 meter above the ground referring to an average eye-height in a seated position. The scene was rendered at a frame rate of 60Hz using 2 x hardware anti-aliasing and hardware correction to display the images geometrically correct on the curved screen. Three projectors with a resolution of 1024 x 768 each projected the pictures.

For learning the routes the participants were passively carried through the environment. The transportation speed was two meters per second corresponding to a fast walking speed. The long route spanned 480 meters and consisted of ten mainly oblique intersections with 23 possible choices (see Fig. 2). Having a length of 320 meters, the short route contained nine mainly orthogonal intersections offering altogether 21 possible direction choices (for a further description of these routes see [24]). The order of presentation of the routes was controlled. During route learning,
participants were confronted with either a verbal, a visual, a spatial, or no secondary task. This aspect of the experiment is described in more detail in Meilinger, Knauff and Bülthoff [25, 26].

No secondary task was applied when the participants actively navigated the routes immediately afterwards. Therefore, all participants had the chance to acquire knowledge without being distracted by a secondary task. During navigation, participants could control their heading and forward translation speed using a customary joystick device. The maximal translation speed was two meters per second. In order to reduce simulator sickness, rotation speed was restricted to 30° per second. The dependent variable *wayfinding performance* was measured by the proportion of correct route choices at specific intersections. When participants chose an incorrect route continuation, they were stopped after about 5 meters by the simulation. In this case they had to turn around in order to continue their navigation.

Before the experiment, participants were familiarized with the virtual reality setup and the joystick-based interaction in an area of Virtual Tübingen not encountered during the rest of the experiment.

**Test of Landmark Knowledge.** We measured landmark knowledge for intersections in a choice reaction task. Pictures of all intersections sized 1024 x 786 pixel were presented on a screen. In the pictures, the facades of houses situated in front of the intersection were visible (see Fig. 3, left side). Participants had to press a button on a response box as fast as possible to indicate whether they had seen the intersection before. The same procedure was also used to test the perspective bias in recognizing intersections (see Section 2.2). The pictures presented were taken from every street approaching an intersection. So for a four arm intersection, four pictures had to be judged. 61 pictures of intersections and 8 distracters were presented this way. The distracters were pictures taken from intersections in virtual Tübingen not previously
seen by the participants. All pictures were presented in random order. The positions of the hit and reject buttons on the response box were selected randomly for each participant. Accuracy and reaction times were recorded. Extreme values deviating more than three standard deviations from the mean were replaced by the most extreme value observed within three standard deviations.

**Test of Route Knowledge.** A choice reaction task was used to measure route knowledge. Pictures of intersections were presented, participants had to indicate the correct route continuation by deflecting a joystick in the correct direction as fast as possible (see Fig. 3, right side). In case they were not able to recognize the intersection, they were instructed to deflect the joystick in a backward direction. The pictures used in the route knowledge test phase were identical to the pictures in the landmark knowledge task, but exclusively perspectives along the direction of travel were used. 19 pictures of intersections and 4 distracters were presented this way. Other distracters than in the landmark knowledge task were used that were also pictures from intersections not previously seen by the participants. Pictures and distracters were presented in random order separated by routes. Each picture and distracter was presented twice. Accuracy and reaction times were recorded. The correction of extreme values was identical like in landmark knowledge.

![Fig. 3. To measure their landmark and route knowledge, participants saw pictures like the one on the left side. For route knowledge the participants indicated the further route with a joystick as seen on the right side.](image)

**2.2 Test of Perspective-dependent and Geometry-dependent Recognition Biases**

We wanted to test whether the directed route presentation and exploration in the initial learning phase of the experiment led to a stronger memorization of this particular perspective. Therefore, we analyzed the data obtained from the landmark recognition task (see landmark knowledge) on direction-specific differences. For this purpose, the performance in discriminating a picture of an intersection from a distracter $d'$ was computed for each perspective of an intersection [13]. The statistic
$d'$ expresses the difference between the normal distribution of stimuli and the normal distribution of distractors in standard deviations. A $d'$ of 1.0 means that the two distributions are one standard deviation apart. If a participant recognized all distracters or targets, $d'$ could not be computed. In this case a recognition rate of 100% was replaced by a 99% score. The perspective seen when approaching the intersection was expected to be recognized more easily compared to perspectives in a 90° or 180° angle to this perspective. Reaction times and $d'$ in these groups of pictures were compared within-subject using an ANOVA with post-hoc t-tests.

### 2.3 The Direction-Specific Isovist Analysis

**Isovists.** The differential analysis between intersections described above required a quantitative description of the individual intersections. In order to test whether expected differences could be attributed to some visuo-spatial properties, a quantitative description of the intersections’ geometrical layout and shape based on isovists was calculated. Isovists, as originally conceived by Benedikt [2], equally describe all possible view directions from a given single observation point, a perspective which is directly perceptible only in an unnatural bird’s eye view of a spatial environment. In reality, however, observers experience the environment mainly from a directed inside perspective along their main line of travel, suggesting a different weighting of view directions depending on their relative angle to this main direction. In order to account for this in the isovist-based spatial analysis, two specific adaptations were introduced: First, instead of basing the analysis on ordinary 360° isovists, directed partial isovists spanning a horizontal angle of 90° were applied [cf. 4]. Second, in order to include also information on branchings beyond this restricted angle, the reference points of the isovists were shifted from the center of the intersection in the direction the intersection was approached from. Thus the isovists

![Exemplary illustration of the applied partial isovist analysis (intersection S6).](image-url)

**Fig. 4.** Exemplary illustration of the applied partial isovist analysis (intersection S6). The analysis accounted for the directed perspective participants experienced the environments. In order to do so the reference points of the partial isovists was shifted into the direction of approach, which is to the left in this example.
corresponded to the visual field as available immediately before entering the junctions. (cf. Fig. 3 left side and Fig. 4).

The eleven isovist-based geometrical descriptors of the junctions were calculated using the free ajanachara tool [9] which offers both isovist and visibility graph-based statistics. The visibility graph analysis was done at a spatial resolution of 1.5 meters, i.e., squares with 1.5 meters length represented either walls or open space. Table 1 gives a short overview of the individual variables which comprised typical local geometrical measures from the isovist literature. For more detailed information, please refer to Franz and Wiener [8].

**Isovist-based Categorization of Intersections.** Based on the eleven isovist statistics obtained by the analysis described in the previous section, a measure of geometrical similarity of the intersections was calculated. Since isovist statistics typically correlate highly with each other, first, a factor analysis was applied to identify independent dimensions underlying these parameters [e.g., 1, 21]. A principal component analysis extracted factors with an eigenvalue > 1.0 out of the correlation matrix. In order to do so, the isovist statistics were correlated with each other over the intersections. A multiple linear regressing estimated the communalities. The resulting factor matrix was rotated using the VARIMAX method. Each intersection could be described now by their factor values on three independent factors. A hierarchical cluster analysis grouped the intersections on basis of these factor values using Euclidean distances and the Ward method to compute distances between groups of intersections [e.g., 1, 7]. The last two groups of intersections to be clustered together were taken as geometrically distinctive groups of intersections. To see if participants reacted differently to these geometric layouts, navigation performance, landmark knowledge, and route knowledge on these two groups of intersections were compared with each other in t-tests.

Table 1. Description of the eleven isovist statistics used in the analysis comparing the geometrical characteristics of the junctions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Isovist Statistic</th>
<th>Short Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>Number of 1.5 m x 1.5 m squares lying with at least 50% inside the isovist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perimeter length</td>
<td>Overall length of the isovist boundary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertices</td>
<td>Number of vertices of the isovist polygon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertices per perimeter</td>
<td>Number of vertices divided by perimeter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertices per area</td>
<td>Number of vertices divided by area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roundness</td>
<td>Isovist area divided by squared perimeter length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaggedness</td>
<td>Squared Perimeter length divided by area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bounding proportion</td>
<td>Length of the principal axis of a minimal bounding rectangle divided by its secondary axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convexity</td>
<td>Roundness divided by bounding properties. A measure for the deviation of the isovist from a rectangle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness</td>
<td>Length of open edges dived by length of closed edges. Closed edges are visible walls, open edges result from occlusions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clustering</td>
<td>Percentage of pairs of squares in the isovist which can see each other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3 Results

3.1 Perspective-bias in Recognition

To tell whether the perspective seen when approaching an intersection was the most relevant, different perspectives of intersections were compared in the landmark knowledge task. We computed the performance in discriminating the different perspectives of intersections from the distracters. The performances differed due to the angle between the perspective the picture was taken and the direction of traveling (see Fig. 4; $d'$: $F(2, 46) = 29.8, p < .001, \eta^2 = .56$; reaction time: $F(2, 46) = 12.8, p < .001, \eta^2 = .36$). Pictures taken along the direction of traveling (0°) were recognized better compared to pictures taken from 90° to that direction ($d'$: $t(23) = 10.2, p < .001$, effect size = 2.08; reaction time: $t(23) = 4.12, p < .001$, effect size = 0.84) or taken from 180° ($d'$: $t(23) = 3.84, p < .001$, effect size = 0.78; reaction time: $t(23) = 4.42, p < .001$, effect size = 0.90). Pictures taken from 90° were recognized worse than pictures taken from 180° ($d'$: $t(23) = 3.05, p = .006$, effect size = 0.62; reaction time: $t(23) = 1.15, p = .262$, effect size = 0.23).

![Fig. 4. d' values expressing the performance of differentiation between distracters and pictures of intersections (left) and reaction times (right). The pictures of the intersections were taken from the direction the intersections were approached originally (0°) or from an angle of 90° or 180° to that direction. Means and standard deviations are displayed. Asterisks mark significant differences at $p < .05$.](image)

3.2 Isovist Analysis

We used an isovist analysis to identify two groups of geometrically different intersections and relate them to navigation performance and knowledge measures. The space visible when approaching an intersection was expressed in eleven isovist statistics. A principal component analysis identified three independent factors with an eigenvalue > 1 underlying the eleven highly correlated isovist measures (see Table 2). Geometrically similar intersections show similar isovist statistics and therefore also similar values on the underlying factors.

A hierarchical cluster analysis grouped the intersections successively based on their geometrical similarity expressed in similar values in theses three independent factors. First, very similar single intersections were grouped together. Then, similar
Table 2. The rotated component matrix with the loadings of the isovist statistics on the three independent factors. Grey shading indicate higher loadings. This means that the factor expresses much of the variance of this isovist statistic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor 1</th>
<th>Factor 2</th>
<th>Factor 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vertices</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bounding properties</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convexity</td>
<td>-0.76</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>-0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perimeter</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>-0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roundness</td>
<td>-0.65</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertices per perimeter</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertices per area</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clustering</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaggedness</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

groups were merged together until in the end only two groups remained before being merged together (see Fig. 5). These last two groups consisted of T-intersections that are the intersections S5, S7, S9, L1, L3 and L4 in contrast to the non-T-intersections. These two groups of intersection differ in the geometry seen when approaching the intersection: At a T-intersection, one sees a wall in front and two route alternatives to the right and to the left. The same intersection would be classified differently when approached from a different direction, as here a street would branch off from a straight main street.

The performance on these two groups of geometrically different intersections was compared. At non-T-intersections the participants clearly performed better than at T-intersections (see Table 3). The participants recognized non-T-intersections faster than T-intersections ($t(22) = 2.51, p = .020$; accuracy $t(23) = 1.21, p = .238$). At non-T-intersections the accuracy in indicating the further route was higher compared to T-intersections ($t(23) = 4.71, p < .001$; reaction time $t(22) = 0.76, p = .457$). At T-intersections the participants got lost more often than at non-T-intersections ($t(23) = 2.56, p = .017$). The geometry of intersections was associated not only with different wayfinding performance but also with different landmark and route knowledge.

Table 3. Mean performance (with standard deviations) at T and non-T-intersections and effect sizes for the differences. Asterisks mark significant differences at $p < .05$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T-intersections</th>
<th>Non-T-intersections</th>
<th>Effect size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Landmark knowledge</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.55 (0.20)</td>
<td>0.62 (0.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction time* [s]</td>
<td>2.62 (1.43)</td>
<td>2.22 (1.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Route knowledge</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy*</td>
<td>0.42 (0.21)</td>
<td>0.61 (0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction time [s]</td>
<td>2.51 (1.01)</td>
<td>2.41 (0.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wayfinding performance per intersection</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getting lost*</td>
<td>0.19 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.12 (0.13)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 Discussion

The present study examined the connection between geometrical properties of our environment and mental representations of this environment. The main finding is that geometrical properties are not only connected with directly observable wayfinding behaviour [e.g., 5, 14, 35], but that they are also connected with mental representations of this environment. T-intersections and non-T-intersections were the geometrically most dissimilar subgroups of intersections as revealed by isovist statistics. At T-intersections participants performed worse in the active navigation task as well as in the landmark and route knowledge tasks.

What could be reasons for this difference between T and non-T-intersections? Generally, T-intersections might be geometrically more similar with each other than non-T-intersections which could be branch-offs, cross-intersections or even more complex intersections. A higher similarity might lead to more confusions and therefore to a lower performance in wayfinding as well as landmark and route knowledge (cf. Fig. 6).
Fig. 6. Two T-intersections on the short route. At the left intersection (S7) a participant had to turn to the right or to indicate so in the route knowledge task. At the right intersection (S9) a participant had to turn to the left.

For both route knowledge and navigation performance, the observed better performance at non-T-intersections must be a very robust effect. In both measures, participants had to choose between alternatives. With more alternatives the task gets more difficult to solve by guessing [cf. 28, 29]. At non-T-intersections, the participants had to choose between 2.4 alternative routes in average whereas at T-intersections the participants only had to choose between 2 alternatives. Despite this higher chance level at non-T-intersections, participants performed better, indicating a strong effect even overriding this bias.

A second important point of this study is the inclusion of perspectivity in the isovist analysis. First, we did not apply isovist statistics with a 360° field of view as is most commonly done, but limited the field of view by applying partial isovists [cf. 4]. Second, the isovists’ reference points were shifted towards the approach direction. This approach is in accordance with anatomical constraints of the human visual apparatus and directly corresponds to the directional route presentation. It is in accordance with studies showing that humans encode spatial information from the point of view they encounter them, at least for environments not too familiar [e.g., 3, 6, 11, 23]. In addition, we validated this approach by comparing the recognition performance of intersections. Analogous to the directional bias in the analysis, participants recognised intersections best when shown a picture taken along the direction of traveling. If perspectivity did not matter participants should have recognized the intersections equally well from all perspectives. Although the optimal angular size of partial isovists is object to future studies, one important conclusion can be drawn: As captured by the applied method, a T-intersection is psychologically different from a topologically equivalent branch off. This holds true also if the geometry of both intersections is identical.

In order to close the gap between isovist statistics and wayfinding behaviour by accounting for perception and mental representations, the correct consideration of perspectivity seems crucial. The acquisition of mental representations, however, is only one part of what happens in the brain during wayfinding. In order to make use of this information, the brain has to process these representations. Several strategies and heuristics how to process these representations have been proposed, e.g., the least-angle strategy [e.g., 19]. Other strategies like hierarchical fine-to-coarse planning [36]
or sticking to well-known areas as much as possible have been proposed [20]. Based on the outcomes of this study, this multitude of strategies can be complemented by another heuristic which could be informally termed ‘when-in-doubt-follow-your-nose’. We compared the performance at intersections where participants had to walk straight on with those intersections which required a turning. Participants recalled these two groups of intersections equally well (see Table 4 landmark knowledge; accuracy: $t(23) = 0.65, p = .520$; reaction time: $t(22) = 1.10, p = .282$). When asked to draw the routes including all intersections, they made less errors at drawing intersections which required a turn than at drawing intersections where the route went straight on ($t(23) = 3.52, p = .002$). Despite the equal to better memory for intersections requiring a turn, participants performed better at “straight-on” intersections when they had to decide for the further route. Participants correctly indicated to walk straight on more often than they indicated a correct turn (see Table 4 route knowledge; accuracy: $t(23) = 3.44, p = .002$; reaction time: $t(23) = 1.51, p = .145$). They also got lost less often at intersections where no turn was required ($t(23) = 3.58, p = .002$). We think that participants decided to walk straight on when they did not remember the further route. This ‘when-in-doubt-follow-your-nose’ strategy can reduce memory demands. Thus, participants only had to store and recall changes in the direction of travel. It was not necessary to recall where to go at straight-on intersections, because here the default strategy of walking straight on applies. In principle, one alternative explanation would be that participants had to walk straight on most of the times and that these results are therefore specific for these routes. This explanation could not hold true as participants had to walk straight on less often (7 times) than they were required to turn (12 times).

We described the ‘when-in-doubt-follow-your-nose’ strategy for retracing a route and for the memory of a route. The tendency of walking straight on has already been described for exploring an unknown virtual environment [4]. Here participants rather walk straight on than turn at an intersection.

### Table 4. Mean performance (with standard deviations) at intersections where to walk straight on or with a turn required. Asterisks mark significant differences at $p < .05$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Route goes straight on</th>
<th>Turn required</th>
<th>Effect size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Errors at drawing intersections*</td>
<td>4.4 (2.0)</td>
<td>2.5 (2.4)</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landmark knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.58 (0.26)</td>
<td>0.61 (0.17)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction time [s]</td>
<td>2.22 (1.11)</td>
<td>2.39 (1.17)</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy*</td>
<td>0.65 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.49 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction time [s]</td>
<td>2.29 (1.06)</td>
<td>2.52 (0.95)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayfinding performance per intersection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getting lost*</td>
<td>0.06 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.19 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We presented various results in this paper. When interpreting and generalizing these results, one has to take especially two aspects into account. First, the results may not be interpreted causally. Not only geometry, but also any other environmental property correlated with geometry could be a relevant cause for the observed differences.
Second, the experiment took place in a typical European city centre with lots of different intersections. The results might be limited to such geometrically rich environments. In a typical American rectangular grid like city layout with geometrical very similar intersections, geometry might play a less important role for wayfinding.

5 Conclusions

Confirming the outcomes of many other studies, this paper has shown that isovist analysis is a powerful tool for quantitatively capturing behaviourally relevant geometric properties of environments. Beyond this, the presented study demonstrated for the first time correspondences between mental representations and geometric properties captured by isovists. Furthermore, this paper pointed towards the importance of perspectivity when predicting human behaviour. Although a street branching-off and a T-intersection might be identical in their abstract geometric and topological layout, they are different psychologically: the very same intersection could be a T-intersection and a street branching off, depending from where it is approached. Considering perspectivity, as in the conducted analysis, is one important point when closing the gap between an isovist analysis on one hand and predicted behaviour on the other hand. We are convinced that this gap can only be closed when taking mental representations and processes into account. The authors hope that this approach is a step not only towards closing the gap between space syntax analysis and behaviour but also towards narrowing the gap between architecture and spatial cognition.
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